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Rebuilding teams who work in a
challenging and stressful environment
Overview:
When two neighbouring trusts were commissioned
to provide a physical and mental health service in a
young offender institution they faced a high
degree of violence, chronic understaffing,
demoralised, traumatised and burnt out prison and
mental health staff.
Action Learning and coaching was part of a radical transformation programme which was put in
place successfully in order to help a complex, very vulnerable group of young people with a high
degree of serious mental health problems including high rates of severe harm to themselves and
others, and a high risk of suicide.
I used coaching and action learning techniques to rebuild confidence and forge positive
relationships between and within fractured and highly stressed teams.
The results so far have been positive. Following our work together, the teams were shortlisted for
three prestigious health awards - an outstanding and truly deserved achievement.

“Emma helped three very divided teams to come together in 9 months.
This led to the birth of a new service full of positive energy with staff
who are engaged and passionate.”
Dr Abdullah Kraam,
Clinical Lead and Consultant Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist
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Background: what I was brought in to do
Dr Abdullah Kraam, the Clinical Lead and Consultant Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist in an NHS
Trust has overview of three teams:
• Mental Health Team based in a Young Offenders Institute (YOI)
• the Physical Health Team also based in the YOI; and
• the Mental Health Community Team, based in the community.
The Mental Health Team and the Physical Health team respond to the mental and physical health
needs of approximately 300 boys aged 15-18 in the YOI, and 23 young people aged between 13
and 18 in the mixed secure unit.
The Mental Health Community team work across a wide geographical area, and as well as
responding to mental health needs, and working with diverse teams, they are specialists in
working with children who exhibit harmful sexual behaviour or are at risk of doing so.
All three teams have vital front-line roles working with some of the most challenging, yet
vulnerable, young people in our society.
Following a TUPE in April 2016, the management structures of all three teams changed. This
meant they now had different reporting lines to different NHS Trusts but, ultimately, they were
still all working with the same clients and, despite different reporting lines, expected to operate as
a larger cohesive team
For the Mental Health Team in particular, the change in service management, combined with
working in a volatile, stressful and high-pressured environment, caused resentment, fear and
uncertainty. As they were then expected to work to new processes and adapt to others, the once
small cracks between all the teams were becoming large rifts.
When I first spent time with each team, it was evident that they were working in their own silos.
Each team was focused on their own priorities, concerns, challenges, and well-being, or lack of it,
rather than thinking and operating as three teams working toward common goals.
This silo mentality was exacerbated by the physical aspects of their working conditions. Despite
working in the same physical premises, the security required in prisons results in a high number of
locked doors and security procedures. Therefore, they were working twice as hard as most people
to meet up or spend time with their colleagues.
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1. The journey to rebuilding
Following my recommendations, Dr Kraam agreed that the best way to rebuild team cohesiveness
would be to enable and empower the teams to do this themselves; Action Learning sessions were
the ideal tool.
There were two steps to this approach:
Step 1: To meet teams individually with the aim of addressing their different needs and
issues
Step 2: To bring the teams together with the aim of improving relationships, improving
understanding of one another’s roles, and building on a shared purpose
Using action learning principles, I made sure that everyone had a voice, and that there would be
no repercussions as a result of speaking openly about concerns.
In the first individual team sessions, it was evident that all teams needed an opportunity to vent
their dissatisfactions with:
-

The TUPE or merger process
Management handling of staff during the change period
Work load.

What was particularly telling was that a lot of the issues were coming from team members
experiencing a lack of confidence, illustrated in a reluctance to communicate:
“I would often say nothing for a quiet life and so no uncomfortableness took place.”
“I often felt annoyed with what people said but kept my mouth shut.”
“I just talked to friends in the team.”
“I had very poor joint working relationships amongst the team and kept myself very much
to myself.”
It was also apparent that individuals were holding back on their leadership skills in both the
Mental Health Teams:
“I felt it was not always appropriate to take control of situations, I kept my skills under the
surface and was reluctant to use them.”
“I don’t feel embedded in the team and I feel like an outsider – and I don’t feel I have the
relationship or the job role to demonstrate my leadership skills.”
“I am not assertive when leading.”
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In addition, they were reluctant or hesitant about solving their own problems by working with
others:
“I’m guilty of brushing problems aside and making the best of a bad situation.”
“I take on problems solely and don’t ask for help.”
“I try and deal with problems myself.”
“I let others do it for me or made a small attempt. When that failed I didn’t try engaging.”

2. Getting to the heart of it all
After the first two Action Learning meetings, it was clear that some of the bigger issues were with
the Mental Health Team; they were not operating as a team, tempers were short, they were
requesting executive management help and emotions were running high. Moreover, several
members of the team were and had been off work as a result of stress.
This Mental Health Team spoke about experiencing a lack of confidence in their ability to function
as a high performing team, since the TUPE. They stated that they lacked resources and leadership
reassurance and direction, and that their workload had increased as a result of vacancies and
sickness absence.
In contrast, the two other teams stated in their first two Action Learning sets that they were close,
well-functioning teams and members seemed confident in their roles. However, the low morale of
the Mental Health Team was having a negative effect on them.
What was most obvious to me in these first sessions was the absence of joint working and a lack
of shared understanding of one another’s roles and responsibilities between all three teams. The
individual team Action Learning Sets gave everyone a voice – now we needed to improve
relationships and work practices between all three teams.
However, I felt that before we could make these improvements, it was important that the Mental
Health Team were operating more self-confidently and effectively. Once that happened, I was
confident that bringing them together in a shared Action Learning session with the two other
teams would be a positive thing to do. Doing this when the Mental Health Team were not ready
would have increased tensions and issues.
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3. Helping the Mental Health Team regain their confidence
In the Action Learning sets with the Mental Health Team, I focused on creating an environment of
mutual understanding where they could start to be more open with one another. We established
principles of working, based on kindness and respect; they talked about their values and what was
important to them.
Within four sessions, the confidence of the Mental Health Team had improved to the extent that I
felt happy to schedule a facilitated day where all three teams could spend a day together.

4. Breaking down the silos and bringing people together
All three teams were working in silos. These were hindering communication, effectiveness, morale
and emotional well-being in all the teams. To help them move forward, the silos had to be broken
down.

First Shared Facilitated Day: two teams
This day was about individuals in the Mental Health Team and the Physical Health team getting to
know each other better. I did this by creating a relaxed and informal atmosphere, through some
gentle team activities and sharing a meal together. Once rapport had been established we talked
about a shared way ahead across all three teams.

“Emma was warm, welcoming and
motivating in her approach in all of
our action learning days.
This alone helped me feel at ease and
more comfortable in a place where it
is hoped we share our thoughts and
feelings, something I don’t find easy.
Emma brought with her a great deal
of experience, which was noticeable
in her skills and interesting for us to
hear.
There was always a clear remit of the
day, objectives to meet and areas to
discuss, which meant the days
always had some structure and
achievable outcomes for us to try

”

andStudy
work
Case
fromtowards.
EmmaFalkner.com

As a result, this first day succeeded in achieving the
following aims:
1. Both teams finding out more about each
other in terms of role and responsibility
2. Everyone spending time together in an
informal way
3. Moving forward with an agreed action.
What really made a difference between these two
teams was the decision by management, instigated
by the Clinical Leader and supported by the
General Health manager to move both these teams
into a shared office environment.
Once the teams were under the same roof, with
their team managers sharing the same room, it
would be more likely that barriers would come
down as people meet for lunch, coffee breaks and
in passing.
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Second Shared Facilitated Day
Next, the Mental Health team and Mental Health Community team had a shared facilitated day.
The day’s aim was to improve relationships through informal and shared activities.
However, there was more pressure for this day to be a success as the two teams both worked
under the Mental health umbrella, and shared work was more of a prerogative.
Since the TUPE process, unexpressed resentments had begun to fester. Individuals were turning
on one another, looking for another source closer to home to blame, and/or withdrawing into
silent resignation. We had to undo the damage that was being done.
In my experience, many teams work hard to avoid the elephant in the room. However, the Mental
Health Team and the Mental Health Community team were brave. They chose to express
themselves, listen to one another, and move away from a blaming and defensive attitude. Once
the upset had been aired, there was a real shift in empathy and a commendable desire for better
working relationships.
We made good progress and at the end of the day results included:
1. Airing suppressed resentments to clear the way for improving relationships
2. Agreeing some actions to work together more supportively.

Top Level Support
On the final action learning session between these two teams, following an invitation from one of
the team psychiatrists, the Chief Executive of the Health Trust
visited them. He listened to the purpose of the action learning
“Emma kept faith in our team
programme, the impact it was having and to the progress the
and in the process of action
teams were making. His response was positive:
“If you want permission for more days like this, then you have it.”
The Chief Executive firmly encouraged the group to continue
taking time out to meet in a facilitated forum, where the
emphasis is on reflection, inclusivity and action.
He stated that, safely facilitated development days not only
benefit employees but fundamentally the families and individuals
that use the service.
For organisations to change, it is phenomenally important to
have this backing from the top. Knowing that they have support
of the organisational executive, it allows and encourages
managers to invest and value protected time away from the day
to day.
Case Study from EmmaFalkner.com

learning.

Her endless enthusiasm, energy,
patience, perseverance, gentle
arm lengths facilitation with
perfectly pitched probing and
appropriate challenging all
contributed to the success of the
intervention and positive and
meaningful outcomes for the
whole team and service.”
Dr Mohammed Ali – Consultant Forensic
Psychiatrist
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Moving Forward with Actions
At the end of these Action Learning sessions, it was clear that there was an appetite to move
forward positively and the following actions were agreed:
•
•
•
•
•

Set up a buddying system, between the teams
Coordinate a shadowing system to encourage learning and team skills
Establish peer group panels to help with complex cases, made up of professionals across all
the teams to utilise the diversity of skill and experience
Continue having shared team development, once every three months, to reduce isolation
and monitor and evaluate actions and team well-being
Continue having support from an external facilitator on a 6-monthly basis to assess the
success of the Action Learning groups, and to keep the focus on shared team work and a
supportive culture of working.

5. Results so far
When I first began working with the three teams morale, communication and leadership were
three areas that needed improving. Therefore it was encouraging to see the following results.

Morale in the Mental Health Team
For the first four Action Learning session with this team, I asked individuals to score themselves
out of 10 in relation to their well-being at work. The average scores were as follows:
October
November
January
March

4/10
6/10
6.5/10
7/10

As you can see, it began low then as we worked together it started to creep up. The most welcome
change for the team, which impacted these scores significantly, was the management style and
approach of their new team manager. There was evident respect for her. She worked hard to
listen and respond to the needs of her team, recruit new people, and forge positive relationships
with the Physical Health team.

Communication
Setting up ground rules for each action learning session allowed the teams to be more open,
especially in the Mental Health Team. As a result, communication improved, and individuals in
Team A wrote about a greater confidence in speaking out:
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“I would often say nothing for a quiet life and so no uncomfortableness took place – now I
give my opinion often and it is OK that others do not agree with me or that I have to agree.”
“I am more open about issues that are bothering me.”
“I don’t think I was as mindful as I could be on shift, I can be quite negative although I
always want the best for the team and our young people. Now I am trying to be more
positive and try and think before I speak.”
“I have realised how the same messages can get translated differently even when they are
communicated in the same way. It helps to understand this happens.”
“I have learnt not to take everything personally and to challenge perceptions.”
“I am trying not to react defensively, but to listen and to process – still work in progress!”
We can see from these comments that individuals were able to reflect and understand effective
communication more fully.

Leadership
When individuals start to communicate more effectively, then natural leadership begins to
emerge. The following comments from all three teams indicate a greater awareness of leadership
qualities and abilities:
“I did not feel it was appropriate to take control of situations and be a facilitator of change,
or introduce different ways of working. Now I feel it’s OK to use the skills I was reluctant to
use. I feel better now, I have no regrets – like I used to have.”
“As I was new to being a team leader it was good to have feedback on my leadership skills
during the sessions.”
“I am more assertive generally, more open, transparent and face to face and am asserting
my leadership role.”
‘I’ve learnt to trust my sense of intuition and to listen and listen more!”
“I would tend to see problems negatively, now I try to view problems, more as something
that I need to manage in order to have a positive outcome.”

Breaking down the Silos
One of the most effective ways of breaking down a silo is often the most challenging – that is
getting people together in the same room!
With the support and encouragement of their clinical leader and the buy in from the executive,
these teams were able to take time out to listen to and get to know one another. As a result, the
evaluations demonstrate the first signs of connectivity and collaboration:
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“Before these sessions I would only speak about problems with my team, now I am
speaking in a team forum right across the service.”
“I used to avoid and ignore problems in the service, now I actively seek to collaboratively
address joint issues.”
“I dealt with problems either myself or with senior managers, now I involve others when
problem solving.”
“I used to just talk to friends in the team, now I feel I can air my feelings in a more open and
honest way.”

Industry recognition
I was delighted for the teams when I was told of
their success in the following awards:
•
•
•

Winner: Nursing Times Award - Child and
Adolescent Services
Shortlisted: Nursing Times Award - Rising
Star
Shortlisted: Trust Excellence Awards –
Partnership Working

“Emma’s intervention has been a key
component of the very real and positive
changes which we all have experienced
within our service over the past year. We
are continuing to grow in earnest and go
from strength to strength.”
Dr Abdullah Kraam,
Clinical Lead and Consultant Child & Adolescent
Psychiatrist

This is external, objective recognition that they are operating as one high performing team which
is further proof of how far they have come in knocking down silos and rebuilding the links
between them.
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6. Conclusion
This project succeeded in bringing together three teams. Bridging the silos between them means
positive outcomes for:
1. The team members themselves
2. The collaborative leadership employed by the managers and leaders of all three teams
3. Direct patient and service-user care, since a happy and healthy healthcare team provides
better, more effective and higher quality care and service to end-point users.
In both the shared sessions the actions reflected a desire to work together. This marks a shift away
from the previous practice of avoiding, and ignoring one another.
Individuals also demonstrated an ability to raise and talk about some emotional topics without any
detrimental fall out and an ability to move past the emotional response to more constructive
understanding of each other’s’ experience and position.
There was a reaching out to one another, backed up with actions - some as simple and yet
profound as an offer of a cup of tea to a community worker on her next visit to the YOI.
Overall the experience of facilitating this programme has reinforced my belief that individuals who
are attracted to helping and working with the most vulnerable and challenging in society need to
be looked after by their organisations.
Fortunately for this group of workers, the leaders stepped in and found outside help at a critical
time. With the action learning intervention, and a commitment at the top level, sickness absence
has decreased, and morale and confidence have improved.
The time in the action learning group gave them all a voice, and an improved understanding of one
another and for the Mental Health Team, their confidence back. The three teams are now working
together more positively.
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